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The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, I want to reflect on my
understanding of lay ministry in Congregational history both past and present,
and second, to share m osn vision of wh&t lay ministry could become in the
days ahead.
ever' writer bring s to his work certain pre-suppositious and background
to their work. I am very much aware of this as I begin this paper s therefore,
I want to give some personal history which will help to illuminate

my

reason

for choosing this subject, the perspectives that I bring, and the conclusions
that I reach.
In my early youth I had two different religions dynamic s at work. My
parents were Methodist and, therefore, I was baptized and raised in the
Methodist church. However., my grandmother oan my mother T s side was a member
of the Pentecostal Ho

s s Church.

It was in my

grandmother

I

a little country r

church that I first board a simple gospel message that Jesus died to save me.
ven though I was very young, I experienced the same warming of the heart that
John Wesley experienced at A)4or agate. More important to our subject, I s aw
a great amcmt of laity- involveme nt not only in the running of the church but
in worship and outreach.
Later in my life I became active in the Aasembli.es of God which is very
similar to the Pentecostal Holiness Church. I began to attend a local Assembly
of God Church while I was attending high school and after graduation enrolled

-2in one of their Bible colleges where I attended for four years.
I mention 'this because of the high eommittment to lay ministry found in
this fellmr$hip and the fact that they have a free church polity similar to
esu'e.
They do have a definite distinction between clergy and laity but the gulf
does not seem to be as wide since their criteria for ministers does not include
seminary or apeciaUsed. training. In other words, it was commonly accepted
that every-one should be involved in spreading the gospel and, of course, there
was great participation in worship. I think the . key to this was the fact that
their religious experience (including church) was primary and not secondary.
After graduation from Bible college I served for two years as a youth
pastor in a Milwaukee church. I enjoyed my work but wanted to be involved
with teens who were not involved in any church programs, so I joined the staff
of Youth For Christ. I spent seven yiaars in this organization that ministers
to high school students.
I mention this ministry because I worked with teens who were turned off
by the churches they attended. It's true that T worked with those who were
inactive in their churches but I worked with enough teenagers and churches
to know that most churches have a difficult time attracting teens.. I believe
part of the reason is that young people want to be an active part of the
church. However, they soon find that the church is a place where you listen
to others. The pastor,. deacons and S. S. teachers are the experts and they
are the learners. I will speak furtl about this problem later in the paper.

Now I am completing three years of seminary training. I Ling my studies
I have served as an associate pastor in a Baptist church and recently as the

Isle
interim pastor of Plymouth Congregational CI ircb in Plainfield, Tiiinois.
Each of these experiences gave me further insight into the way people function
in a church. I have also had an opportunity to read the various books on
church renewal and lay ministry ] .; and perhaps more important : the time to
reflect on my past experience as it relates to my future ministry in t '' 1
Congregational church.
I am new to Congregationalism, therefore I have a limited knowledge of
its history and distinctive dynamics. However, I have been closely assoa ated
with three N.A. churches during the last four years and I believe I have a
good idea how many of our churches function.
It is th u my association with these churches, my studies and past
experiences that I write about lay mi4str y in Onrigregationa3.ienm.

THE CONCEPT OF THE TAITT IN OUR PAST BIST40RI

In this section I will attempt to shams how the concept of lay ministry
has changed since our beginnings in the 17th ce wry. While it is true that
there has never been a universally held belief concerning the laity, I believe
our present day church polity is vastly removed from our early beginnings.
In Congregationalism we trace our roots back to the Puritan aoement in
England in the 17th century. At this time there was a great deal of dissatisfaction with the church of England. There seemed to be a desire to purify
the church and return to a more simple way of faith.
In the book The Layme n In Christian Histna , the author states that:
The spiritualist movement had laid great stress on the
spiritual priesthood of all believers. Pietism accepted this.
principle and pied it further in the sense that the laymen
was expected to have such a deep and comprehensive 1c:I ledge
of the truths of the gospel that the great distance between
the layman and the p stor with his complete training in theology
was notably reduced.
Pietism was wiccessful both in raising the esteem in which the laity were
held,, and also in opening %K before the layman almost vrnl-invited fields for
ac tiv-ity.
This desire for a return to more lay involvement brought about what
historians call the Independent or Free churches. One writer describes the
churches: n-, t .f --

-.

The situation in the Free churches was notably different
41
t
from that in the state,
1 people s,
churches. There, even
in earlier times, much greater activity on the part of the lady
people had been the rule. Such lay service, however, was

understood not s o much as that service that the church is
called to render to the world, as that form of activity
which is self-evident that every individual Christian must
carry on in the world al a testimony to the love of God and
the Lordship of Christ.
It was out of this independent church movement that men arose like
Robert Browne. He is the one that we look to for our idea of the gathered
church. In this fellowship not is above and none is below, but all are
equal in the sight of God and of Christ. It was Robert Browne Who said that
everyone in the church is made a king and priest and a prophet under Guest.
This is why Browne held that the nessence of a minister's claim to office lay
not in the imposition of hands in ordination, but in his inward calling by
divine providence-and his choice by the people of his change.n3
The chum of the pastor was to be by the free election of the people.
(k'dination was to be by the laying on of hands of the coxigregation, and not
necessarily of those who were already ministers. This ordination was
n

specifically to the care of one congregation, and ordi ation signified the

pastoral relationship between that congregation and the pastor.
In my own mind that was an example of a true and good understa nding of
the great principle of the priesthood of all believers. Even though this
strict independent rule was not contimed very long it was the foundation of
modern Congregationalisrm.When we cone to the Savoy Declaration we find that although the pastor
and church offices are still elected by the congregation there is an element
of separation between tbam and the ordinary

lay

person.

The essence of this call of a Pastor: Teacher or Fader
unto Office, consists in the election of the church, together

with his acceptation of it, and separation by fasting and
prayer...the calling of dons consieteth in the like election
and acceptation, with separation by prayer.5
Some would see no problem in this because the per structure is still
within the local church. I personally see problems with the word separation
but I will address this later. I am not saying that

seperatiou

meant a sharp

division like we find in the state churches. The man of Savoy were careful
It

to Insure that the preaching of the word would not be confined to any
priestly class but we xld be accepted as the free gift of God to whomever He
should choose to give it. ttb The framers . of the document also said that:
Although it be incumbent on the Pastors and Teachers of the
churches to be instant in preaching the Word, by way of Office;
yet the work of Preaching the Word is not so peculari2y confined
to them, but that others also
gifted and fitted by the Holy Ghost
for it...may' publiquely, grdinari"ly and constantly perf tm- n it. {
I think the polity of Savoy is one of the highlights of Congregational .
history. I see in

their

statements a very high view of the lay persons

responsibility in ministry.
From Congregationalism in Europe we now move to Now England. ()e
again we see the importance of lay ministry. Harry Butman lifts this up
when he says "the emphasis of nary Congregationalism on lay preaching (the
pilgrims had no settled pastor for eleven gears, Elder Brewster being their
teacher) and their emphasis on scripture, are toloens of the indebtedness to
LoL ardry- "6
What Butman says is true; however, if we look close a distinction is
made regarding lay and clergy in this situation. Manfred Kohl points out
tha t:

From the time the Pilgrims reached the now shores, they
conducted regular worship services, as had been their c ustom in
Leyden. William Brenrster, their ruling elder., preached and
taught. He did not, however, administer the sacraments. Their
pastor, John Robinson, Who had renamed in ,Lollard, stated quite
clearly that only a duly ordained minister c ould administer the
sacraments.9

Hare we see a very clear distinction between clergy and Iay people.
An elder was responsible for all but the priestly functions. Again., many
do not see a conflict here, but I do.
Since we are focusing on American Congregationalism, I think I will
share some of the thoughts that Harold Worthley from the Congregational
Christian Society offered as a response to a letter from me regarding the
concept of the laity

iI

Congregationalism. In this letter dated May 33.,

1977 he writes s
The influx of unlike minded religionists, Baptists and Quakers,
made the Puritan leadership sufficiently nervous, precisely because
those traditions downgraded the ordained ministry and exalted pri.vate revelations. A. couple of illustrations: the primitive practice
of 1 prophesying' (exhorting) by laymen during the church service was
quickly curbed; the ruling elder (a lay minister concerned with
church discipl ine) was soon eliminated from the offices of the Co@gregational churches in all but a few cases. By the and of . the 17th
century and beginning of the 18th, Congregational ministers were
becoming = professionali^ed, 1 holding associational gatherings
(patterned after the ng1 sh models) and trying for tighter controls
of ecclesiastical affairs.
This does not mean that the consentval role of the laity was lost. There
were a]rays deacons and lay officers, and in the churches the laity continued
to hold and use its influence and power - socially , economically and ideologically

but the gap between clergy s i laity was bec oming wider.

Woatiey stated that this trend toward professionalism was altered somewhat
in the Great Awakening of the 1710's when laymn again became involved in many
of the fo rme of ministry normally done by the clergy.
Bef ore I

m roe on to the way in which we understand the role of the laity

in present day Congregationalism, let me summarizee what I have been trying to
point

out

in this section. My understanding of

our

history is that in

Lollardry and men Like Browne there was a belief that the distinction between
clergy and lay people as it was expressed in the Anglican charch was wrong.
They believed in the "priesthood of all believers." The ministry of the church
mist be done by all of the people and not just by a paid cL^gy. This particular
view did not really take hold in the Congregational churches but continued in
the Anabaptist groups.
As you read the history of Congregationalism you can definitely see a
great deal of labiy involvement but there is a difference in the kind of
involvement as the years pass. In the beginning there

was

a sirees on lay

preaching and the deacons and elders had special responsibilities in the
spiritual affairs of the church. If I read the historical record properly,
lay people began to do less and less of the actual ministry and look to the
clergy to do this for them. Another way of explaining this is that lay people
were less and less involved in doing the things that a minister does. When
this happens the distinction between clergy and lay people is very clear.

-9TH CONCEPT CF THE LA ITY TN CONTF, 'CRIIRY CON(REGATIONLLISM
My understanding of the laity within present day Congregationalism in
limited to my personal observances in the churches that I have been a part of.
There are many of our churches that I have never been to or lawur nothing about.
I know that there is great diversity represented by these churches and the
involvement of the laity in these churches varies from church to church.
Therefore,, what I say concerning present day jay involvement will not be true
of every church, but I believe that it is true for the great majority of ow'
churches and I would be quick to point out the saws could be said of most of
C1 istendom.
I believe that within oar NJ. churches there is a complete separation
between the tasks of the minister and lay person. The people in the pew are
not aware of the Biblical idea of ministry that is possible and expected from
them if the church is to be a].i?e axed growing. This is unfortunate but what
is even more tragic . is that they do not understand and participate in the basics
of Christianity which are prayer., Bible re ading and sharing their faith.
In one church that I attended I noticed that when I attended the worship
services and various board meetings, no one prayed but the pastor. If the
pastor was not able to attend a meeting then they started without praying.
I'm not advocating prayer before every meeting 1 but I am trying to point out
that every Christian ought to be able to say a simple prayer in a small group
or even in a worship service. If people do not pray than how do they nurture
or sustain their spiritual life? Now I know sane would say that people pray
in different ways.b t I think that is skirting the issue. Every Christian

- 10 should be able to express their thoughts to God in prayer.
The same thing holds true for Biblical study and witness. Every
Christian should study and seek to understand the Biblical witness. Ministers
do not hold a earner on truth. The scriptures are there for everyone to read
and learn from. The same is true when we talk about sharing our faith in the
world. Ministers and missionaries are the ones who are expected to carry on
a faithful witness in our communities and world.
(hare again4 I am not aurguing that lay persons do not firing a lot of weigh t
in the polity of our ch rches1 but they are not participating in ministry such
as preaching, counselling, visiting the sick, etc,. Not only do they not
participate within the church, they don't participate outside the church either.
New the question that shored be asked is w1 does this situation exist and
what has caused It? The answer to this question is not an easy one. It is a
problem that has been addressed at various times throughout the long course of
church history. Although the problem is complex I see at least two dynamics
at week. First,we have the problem that involve the lay person and, secondly,
the problems that involve the clergy.
Too often in Congregational churches the lay person willingly accepts
the idea that the minister is the one who does the work of the ministry. Nancy
Manser pointed this out in a recent editorial when

he saids

The ministers aren't the church. I 1cncr what Congregationalists say their emphasis is, but I question its existence in reality.
I see far too mach acceptance of the ministry as a cultic
function with the laity far too ready to -assent to authority, whether
the authority use the title of ''She Reverend', 'Bishop, ' 8ram:L' , or
s

Quru' a

The laity does not see itself for what it is -- the people
of God., the expression of the c ch. The laity., in actuality,
does not see itself as camp
with the ministry., with
both serving in different fum one.
Nanay t s paint can be illustrated very easily by looking at the church
profiles that I have been receiving from the various churches that are seeking
a pastor. They want a minister to preach, marry, bury, make hospital calls,

visit inactive members, and build up the church. I have looked at fifteen
different church profiles and not once did I see any mention of the minister
being a person who helps others in the task of ministry. The pastor is
expected to do the work of ministry instead of facilitating the task through
the members.
There are some people who have a sense of ccmmittment but they still see
m1itR try

only within the institution. BOre again Mouser points out thats

What I see now in churches is that lay involvement often is
within the ohorch. The question has to be asked whether the
involvement is from a theological, faith base or more from,,
habit, or being volunteers to keep the institution afloat.
Because lay people do not have a theological, faith base, they do not
see the true nature of the church or their role in its ongoing reality. They
don't know why it's there or what they are supposed to do.
The emphasis in the Congregational way has always been on the
congregation and their responsibility to be a mirxister. And yet,
dw - tragically we fail to live this obligation of the Congregational
way. We were all meant to be pastors, and our deacons to be
'under-shepherds' with the ministers yet most Congregational people
do not seem to realize that this is art of their duty and privi
ledge as Congregational Christians.
Another aspect of this problem is the way in which pastors view themselves and their ministry. Too often men and women enter the ministry
because of certain ego needs. They feel inferior or have ego needs that can
only be met within a Congregational setting. I beli

the need to be
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important or the feelings in inferiority are behind things like "clerical
collars", U robes" s and titles like "Reverend." There is nothing Biblical
about these thin gs and I believe they serve as divisive elements in this
issue.
An even bigger problem his to do with ordination. In my mind this is
the greatest single contributing factor in the seperating of clergy and laity.
My problem is not with ordination per se but what it means to the people in
the pew. Ideally; ordination is the recognition that God has called a
nnd gifted
this person for a particular task within the church. In o ur early history
the minister was "raised up" from among the people and ordained by them. He
was seen as one of the people but with certain gifts that fitted him for the
role or pastor. His was not above the people but served along side them.. I
believe he was chosen by the people in

order

to get away from

any

kind of

identification with apostalic succession, etc.
In modern Congregationalism ministers are sti ll ordained within the
local charch^ lout the majority of the people in the pew see this ceremon y as
a setting apart or separation of an individual from themselves. They see in
the act of ordination some kind of mystical element in which the person being
ordained receives some kind of infusion of spiritual power that n ow enables
them to perform the priestly duties

or

marrying, burying, l and serving co union.

In every one of the church profiles they were looking for someone who had
been ordained. What does this mean? Are they looking for someone who has been
affirmed to have certain gifts of ministry or are they looking for someone who
has been given certain powers thru the m agic al act of ordination. If you do
not believe this, then why is it that those who lay their hands on the heads

of those being ordained are always ministers? lou could also talk with the
people in the congregation about their vier of the minister. Ask them why
they don't feel qualified to preach, serve cc union., baptize, or visit the
sick in the hospital. Many would say that they lack the training but if they
were honest it would be because they don't believe they have been "called", or
"oirdained5 or given the special powers that these tasks require.
I blame ministers for perpetuating this myth year after year. If ministers
would be honest and admit that there is nothing magical in ordination and thab
they are no "holier" or better than anyone else we would see a great change in
our churches.
Young people especiallyare able to see through this h ypocrisy and
institution. They are not content to sit back and do nothing while the minister
prays for them and worships for them. They do not want religious performances.
They twat to be involved in the doing of ministry.
The question I keep asking myself is in what way is our present concept
of ministry different than the church of England in the .17th century? I can
see that our polity is different but what about the role of the minister? It's
true that he or she is chosen by the people t t is their function any different
in our churches as compared to theirs or any other denomination? Is the role
of the flay person any different? It's true that the laity in our churches have
more political power and are expected to do more tasks but do they have real
pastoral duties? Do they see -themselves as co-Workers with the pastor in
ministry to fellow human beings?
As I reflect on this paper I think the real tragedy is that a paper like
this has to be written. To talk about a distinction between clergy and laity
is an indictment against our modern church life. The very fact of the words

- :L4 "clergy" and "laity' are proof that people see a radical difference between
the two. The title of this paper should be "The MilListry of the Christians
Within the Congregational Church" or something siinlar.

E DO WE GO FROM H

E?

I am aware that it is very easy to criticize. It is easy to point out
faults. What is difficult is giving an gwers or solutions to the problems
that I have discussed in this paper. Before I offer some suggestions, I want
to point out that my criticisms of Congregationalism have been given as one
who is within the family.

I am a Con egationalist by choice at d I Will be

serving a Congregational church in the near future. I do not speak as an
outsider but as one who is intimately involved in our fellowship's minist
and life. I write about the problems because I see the great potential that
exists within our fellowship and my heart ye

to see people within our

churches experienc a the joy that c asses from ministry to the needs of others.
I think the real key to a renewal of the laity within our churches is
our pastors. They are the ones who are going to have to address this issue
and begin to bring about some changes. I think the most important thing that
they have to do is to change their own thinking about the nature and purpose
of the pastoralministry. Pastors mast realize that they are called to be
y
enablers of those the serve. They are not above or below, but equal. They

must be willing to serve without the titles or "Reverend." and "Dr.' s and the
recognition that comes with these titles. They are going to have to do away
with clerical collars, robes or anything that separates them from the people.

-15-

In this regard they are god; to have to rethink the whole matter or
ordination. If ordination is to continue, the meaning imit be--

wed. It

would also be helpful to have special services in which officers and teachers
of the church were recognized and prayed for. There should also be times when
the whole congregation participates In such a motion. By doing this, people
would see that ordination of m1nisterss - deacons, or themselves is an act of
dedication and ceamittient on the part of those being ordained and a recognition of gifts and responsibility by those who ordain.
Those in preaching and teaching , responsibilities must look closely at
what the scriptures teach c riing this vital tic and then share this with
their congregations. I think the unless people understand the Biblical basis
far the = priesthood of all believers & they will not change. It is argued that
sim ly

p

changing the structures somewhat will not be enough. I agree with that

argument. I believe Come is right whexr he says that&
If the mere word 'laity ? is . preserved aj all in our ecolesiastical term4.nolog r, all the traditional distinctioxle between clergy and
laity will reassert themselves. Simply a greater emphasis on the
inpurtance of the laity will not prepare the church for a nar understanding of its mission of reconciliation. The very term 'laity'
inevitab1,y implies the existence of a clergy., a superior clerical
class of Christians. It also specifically denoism, is conte wpvrary
de, a class of uninformed and therefore irresponsible people.
They act as passive objects= rather than act as responsible and
effective agents. The church is now ready far, aid its God-given
ands, the complete abandonment of the clergy-laity
mission now
list .notion.
If this was done it would have implications for both pastor andT people.
Pastors would have to call forth and allay the gifts of his people to futiow
ife weld have to realize that some of the people in the congregation could
perhaps teach or counsel better than him. This should not be resented but
rejoiced in.

The people then would have to be committed to the T work s of ministry.
They would have to became involved in ministry and not just passive observers
of the

pastor and church officers. They would have to be willing to share

the respousib , .ity that comes from becoming a minister -of the body of Christ
which in the church.

The specific way that alll of this is to be worked out is the task of
each local .church. The people within the local church are the only odes that

are

are of the unique dynamics that are at work within the congregation.

They are the only ones who can determine the changes that must be made.
I believe that the. unique polity of Congregationalism lends itself to
ministry that is clone by the people in cooperation with the pastor. Our
omi

churches are free from de n

na tional

expectations and restrictions. We are

free to serve in whatever way we deem bast.
If we will work toward the elimination of a distinction between clergy
and lay people , I think we will find that the people in our churches will find
a new sense of purpose and meaning and they in turn will go forth to bring the
good news of Christ and His kingdom to our needy world.
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